
 
 

Webinar on A Happy Trail 

Report 
 

IUCEE Student Chapter,AISSMS COE organised a guest lecture rightfully christened 

"A Happy Trail" on the 21st August 2021. 

The guest for the session was Aniket Joshi who is a dynamic vocalist, multi-instrumentalist, 

motivational speaker while also being a holder of other amazing accolades. 

The guest was welcomed and after the introductions and the exchange of formalities, the 

program commenced. 

Being an interview session, the meet kicked off with questions by the student coordinators 

Shrugal and Shaishnu whose answers slowly painted the story of his life and how he became 

who he is now. 

The audience, clearly enamored by his journey, kept delving further and further into his life 

from his early college days as they began relating it to themselves. 

Motivation, instinct, passion and making headfast decisions wherever necessary were 

some of the key points of his talk. 

Music was an integral part of his life which helped him destress but more importantly helped 

him develop a new outlook towards life. He also shared a story about his college final year 

project which being unconventional was deemed risky by his peers. But he went on with it 

anyway and succeeded, showing that sometimes taking bigger risks can lead to bigger rewards. 

He is also a 7xTedX talk invitee which was evident by how he had captured the attention of all 

those present. As requested by the majority of 45 student attendees, he went forward to sing a 

few songs gracing the session with his magnificent voice.This was followed by a token of love 

and appreciation from the students which consisted of a compilation of sir's photos and videos. 

Our Student Chapter Coordinator Mrs. M. M. Swami and IUCEE Coordinator Dr. M. S. 

Deshpande were thanked for their guidance and the vote of thanks then ended what might have 

been one of, if not the best sessions ever organized by the Chapter.  
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